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CLOTH BOOK - SAVANNAH
ISBN | 9789896799830
Reference | EC1183
Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 14 x 14 x 4 cm (book)
Extent | 6 pages + crinkly details
Age | 0+ months

CLOTH BOOK - FARM
ISBN | 9789896799847
Reference | EC1184
Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 14 x 14 x 4 cm (book)
Extent | 6 pages + crinkly details
Age | 0+ months

ACCORDION BOOK
ISBN | 9789896799854
Reference | EC1185
Price | 8,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 17,5 x 17,5 x 1 cm
Extent | 10 pages
Age | 3+ months

SENSORY CLOTH CUBE
ISBN | 9789896799823
Reference | EC1182
Price | 15,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12 x 12 x 12 cm
Extent | cloth cube with rattle  
and teether
Age | 0+ months

HIGHLIGHTS: High contrast cloth book;  
soft texture; crinkly details; teether.

HIGHLIGHTS: High contrast  
book; illustrated with animals 
and patterns; accordion format; 
hardback.

HIGHLIGHTS: High contrast cloth 
cube; soft texture; rattle on the 
inside; crinkly details; teether; 
different textures; mirror.

Rights sold in
Dutch | French | Italian

Hey, look! –  
high contrast collection
A high contrast collection about animals, 
designed with visual training and 
development for little ones and their  
first discoveries in mind.
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WILD ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789895730506
Reference | EC1250
Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 12 x 14,5 x 8 cm (book)
Extent | 6 pages + 3D animal 
on the cover
Age | 0+ months

Hello, animals! – 
cloth books
Thought and developed 
specially for the very small 
ones, these delightfully 
illustrated cloth books were 
made to be the gentle 
companions of our babies. 
Their soft and delicate texture 
allied to colourful animal 
illustrations, make them 
the perfect tools for the 
very fi rst discoveries and 
observations. Good friends 
to have around at all times.

HIGHLIGHTS: Soft and delicate 
texture; peach skin; carefully 
chosen colours and illustrations; 
a simple yet effective tool to 
stimulate and develop fi rst 
observations and discoveries; 
easy to carry around.

FARM ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789895730490
Reference | EC1249
Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 14 x 14 x 4 cm (book)
Extent | 6 pages + crinkly cloth 
on the cover
Age | 0+ months

Rights sold in
Basque
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Hello, animals! – teethers
A set of teethers that will definitely delight 
the little ones and help them when their first 
teeth appear. Made from 100% non-toxic and 
BPA-free food-grade silicone, these brightly 
coloured animals will be indispensable 
company for your baby in this phase.

HIGHLIGHTS: BPA free;  
non-toxic food grade silicone; 
concave and convex touch  
for friction at different angles.

LION
ISBN | 9789896799342
Reference | EC1134

HEN
ISBN | 9789896799359
Reference | EC1135

SHEEP
ISBN | 9789896799366
Reference | EC1136

MONKEY
ISBN | 9789896799373
Reference | EC1137

Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 13,5 x 15 x 3,5 cm (box)
Extent | 1 teether
Age | 0+ months
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Felt fl aps
A fun discovery game to explore and teach 
little ones about some of the most familiar 
animals – the sounds they make, what they 
eat, where they live, who they play with and 
what they are like as babies.

HIGHLIGHTS: A fi rst experience 
with animals and some of their 
features; felt fl aps; hardback.   

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, HEN?
ISBN | 9789895730049
Reference l EC1204

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, PANDA?
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference l Coming soon

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, CAT? 
ISBN | 9789895730056
Reference l EC1205

Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 17,5 x 19,5 x 1,7 cm
Extent | 10 pages
Age | 6+ months

new

coming soon

cover not fi nal
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MAGIC RAINFOREST
ISBN | 9789896799007
Reference | EC1100

Magic bath books
These incredible books change colour when 
dipped in water! Try it in the bath or wet a 
brush or your fi nger in water and you’ll see 
the magic appear.

HIGHLIGHTS: High contrasts for 
the littlest babies; carry-friendly 
format; suitable for a range of 
ages.

MAGIC WOODS
ISBN | 9789896798994
Reference | EC1099

MAGIC OCEAN
ISBN l 9789895730025
Referência l EC1202

MAGIC FARM
ISBN l 9789895730032
Referência l EC1203

Price | 10,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 14 x 14 x 2,4 cm (book)
Extent | 6 pages 
Age | 0+ months

15

Rights sold in
Czech | French | Dutch | 
Slovakian | Spanish EU

new

MAGIC RAINFOREST
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HIGHLIGHTS: Sliding pieces on 
each page; practise fi ne motor 
skills; vocabulary development;
board book.

Waking up
The cloud stretches out to 
wish the Sun good morning! 
Who will be the next to 
wake up? A book with 
sliding tabs for little fi ngers 
that have just woken up.

Sharing
All babies love sharing 
moments with their parents 
and baby animals are no 
exception! Use the sliding 
tabs and discover where 
they hide, what they play 
with or where they go. 
A book for parents and 
children to share and enjoy 
together.

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 17 x 17 x 1,8 cm
Extent | 8 pages 
Age | 6+ months

ISBN | 9789895730421
Reference | EC1242

ISBN | 9789895730438
Reference | EC1243

new new
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Words everywhere
Created with vocabulary development in mind, 
this book is perfect for children in their fi rst 
moments of learning, as they make their fi rst 
observations and acquire concepts. Lots of fl aps 
and a wide range of information make up 
a colourful world, full of things to learn.

HIGHLIGHTS: Broad range of 
information (house, beach, city, 
at the table, etc.); large format fl aps; 
board book. 

ISBN | 9789895730551
Reference | EC1255
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 21,7 x 28 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 14 pages
Age | 12+ months

cover not fi nalcover not fi nal

new
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CONCEPTS
ISBN | 9789896796174 
Reference | EC817

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896796167  
Reference | EC816

Rights sold in
Bosnian | Czech | Dutch | 
French | Georgian | German 
| Greek | Italian | Korean | 
Serbian | Spanish EU | 
Spanish Latin America

NATURE
ISBN | 9789896799625
Reference | EC1162

DAILY
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

coming soon

Treasure boxes
These treasure boxes were 
designed specially for tiny 
hands: each one contains 
6 board books, with bright 
colours, which will encourage 
babies fi rst discoveries and the 
beginning of their relationship 
with the book as an object.

HIGHLIGHTS: A sturdy box with 
a magnetic lid that also works as a 
puzzle (place the book inside the 
box, according to the image); each 
book has a different theme.

Price | 13,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 17,5 x 22,5 x 3,5 cm (box)
6,8 x 6,8 cm (books)
Extent | box + 6 books 
with 10 pages
Age | 12+ months

cover not fi nal

new
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ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896795290
Reference | EC729

CLOTHES
ISBN | 9789896795306
Reference | EC730

Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 18 x 18 x 1 cm
Extent | 8 pages + 4 puzzles
Age | 18+ months

Puzzle books
Pictures, words and puzzles, all in one! 
Each book has 4 puzzles (2 and 4 pieces) 
and lots of words to learn about animals 
and/or clothes.

HIGHLIGHTS: Large illustrations easily recognizable 
by babies; 4 puzzles (2 and 4 pieces) in each book; 
exercises fi ne motor skills, concentration and 
reasoning at different ages; board book.

Accordion books
This collection was created with the little 
ones’ development in mind, with games for 
observation and identifi cation in this initial 
phase of skills acquisition. The attractive 
colours and the accordion format make them 
ideal for use as early as 3 months of age.

HIGHLIGHTS: Accordion book; attractive colours; 
fi rst concepts (animals, words, numbers 1 to 10); 
training and development of visual, observation and 
identifi cation skills, among others; hardback.

Price | 8,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 18 x 18 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 10 pages
Age | 3+ months

NUMBERS
ISBN | 9789896798925
Reference | EC1092

GARDEN
ISBN | 9789896798918
Reference | EC1091
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HOME
ISBN | 9789896794262
Reference | EC626

Flash cards
These fl ash cards will help 
your baby to observe, 
recognise and memorise 
images. Each box contains 
10 double-sided cards and 
a booklet fi lled with precious 
guidelines for parents.

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896794255
Reference | EC625

HIGHLIGHTS: Cards made of 
EVA foam; illustrations easily 
recognizable by babies; booklet 
on the importance of fl ashcards 
with guidelines, tips and ideas on 
how to use them; very versatile 
and with great educational value; 
can be used throughout children’s 
fi rst years.

Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 11 x 13 x 4,5 cm (box)
10,5 x 13 x 0,4 cm (cards)
Extent | 10 double-sided cards
Age | 0+ months

First library
Each box contains four 
board books for the baby to 
explore his/her fi rst images 
and words about animals 
(pets, sea, farm and wild) 
and the house (living room, 
bedroom, bathroom and 
kitchen).

Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 12,5 x 13 x 5 cm (box)
12,5 x 12,5 x 1 cm (books)
Extent | 4 books with 10 pages 
Age | 1+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Illustrations and 
patterns ideal for babies; themes 
appropriate to the reality of this 
age range; ideal as a gift; 4 board 
books in each case; great for 
babies to practice fi ne motor skills 
as they turn the pages. 

HOME
ISBN | 9789896799069
Reference | EC1106

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896799052
Reference | EC1105

Rights sold in
Czech | Italian | Serbian
Slovakian | Spanish EU
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FARM ANIMALS
ISBN l 9789895730223
Referência l EC1222

NATURE
ISBN l Coming soon
Referência l Coming soon

PETS
ISBN l 9789895730216
Referência l EC1221

Price | 13,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 19 x 20 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 12 pages 
Age | 12+ months

Sound books
These books are ideal for babies to start 
listening to and identifying their fi rst sounds 
from farm animals, pets and nature!

HIGHLIGHTS: A different sound 
on every double-page spread; 
practices listening and fi ne motor 
skills; on-off button; board book.

Rights sold in
Greek

coming soon

new

cover not fi nal
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10 stacking cubes
A set of 10 beautifully illustrated cubes, 
nestable into each other, with different 
motifs on each side to build a different 
sequence when piled up. From animals to 
numbers and many other different elements, 
an unquestionable tool for children’s 
development that’s already a classic. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 10 cardboard cubes; different sides 
(animals; fruits/vegetables; numbers from 1-10; etc.)
to build different sequences; a versatile toy with 
great educational value that can be used throughout 
children’s first years; trains and develops several 
essential skills (dexterity, observation, counting, etc.); 
practical do carry around and easy to use.

FARM
ISBN | 9789896799021
Reference | EC1102
Price | 18,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 15 x 15 x 15 cm
Extent | 10 cardboard cubes
Age | 12+ months

Price | 13,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 19 x 20 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 12 pages  
Age | 12+ months

Sound books
What sound does the pig make? And the 
elephant? With these books, little ones will 
be able to learn the sounds of wild and farm 
animals and have fun imitating them.

HIGHLIGHTS: A different sound 
on every double-page spread; 
practices listening and fine motor 
skills; on-off button; board book.

FARM 
ISBN | 9789896797591
Reference | EC959

WILD
ISBN | 9789896797607
Reference | EC960
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Growth charts
Two series of beautifully illustrated growth 
charts, packed in sturdy cardboard boxes 
so you can store them back when they’re 
no longer at use.

HIGHLIGHTS: Children can colour in the as they 
grow (Tree and Space titles); keep its package and 
store it back in as a souvenir when it’s no longer at 
use; 100 x 25 cm format; measures up to 150 cm.

Price | 7,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 6 X 28 x 6 cm (box) 
100 x 25 cm (chart)
Age | Non-defined

WILD ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896798642
Reference | EC1064

TREE
ISBN | 9789896798628
Reference | EC1062

FARM ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896798659
Reference | EC1065

SPACE
ISBN | 9789896798635
Reference | EC1063

Rights sold in 
Italian
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HIGHLIGHTS: Carefully illustrated; 
40 cards ideal for A6 size photos 
with space to add the date; 
packed in a beautiful paper box.

FIRST YEAR MEMORIES − CARDS
ISBN | 9789896798697
Reference | EC1069
Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 19,5 x 15 x 3 cm
Extent | box + 40 cards
Age | Non-defi ned

MEMORY BOOK
ISBN | 9789896798550
Reference | EC1055
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 24 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 60 pages
Age | Non-defi ned

Welcome, baby!
From pregnancy to the baby’s fi rst year of life, there are 
abundant unforgettable moments and memories to keep. 
This collection is entirely dedicated to these moments and 
provides various means of keeping the memories safe, each 
one complementing the other, so that no memory will fall 
through the net.

HIGHLIGHTS: Practical layouts to fi ll in with all the 
information and keepsakes from the several stages 
of pre and post birth; extra space for writing every 
memorable detail; with pocket on the back cover; 
carefully illustrated; hardback. 

MEMORY BOX
ISBN | 9789896798864
Reference | EC1086
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 15,5 x 13,5 x 8,5 cm 
Extent | 7 drawers + ribbon closure
Age | Adults
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Knowledge

Today I feel...
Thought to be a useful tool for the fi rst years 
of development and acknowledgement of 
feelings, this very simple illustrated book 
has its focus on some of the most important 
primary and secondary emotions. Through 
this illustrated facial expression guide, 
children can easily learn to identify and 
even to express their emotions by playing 
a matching game with its pages.

HIGHLIGHTS: Round format; 
a simple way of learning how to 
identify and express ones basic 
feelings and emotions; a fi rst 
approach to the most important 
primary and secondary emotions; 
its wide age range makes this 
book an early learning tool to 
be used as an identifi er as well 
a game; mirror on the last page; 
boardbook.

ISBN | 9789896798666
Reference | EC1066
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21,5 x 21 x 1,7 cm
Extent | 14 pages + mirror 
on the last page
Age | Non-defi ned
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Pop-up books
These books are inhabited by fantastic 
animals and take us to the depths of the 
ocean and the plains of the savannah.
Pop-up scenes reveal a hidden traveller 
and plenty of curiosities for animal lovers. 
An unforgettable journey in a format 
to delight children and adults alike.

OCEAN
ISBN | 9789895730247
Reference l EC1224
Price l 15,95 € l VAT I 6%
Format| 22,5 x 22,5 x 2 cm
Extent | 12 pages 
Age l 3+ years

SAVANNAH
ISBN | 9789895730254
Reference l EC1225
Price | 15,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 22,5 x 22,5 x 2 cm
Extent | 12 pages
Age | 3+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Hidden animals to 
fi nd in the scenes; fascinating facts 
about the animals highlighted 
on each page; part of a series; 
hardback.

new

Rights sold in
French | Italian
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Twister books 
What tree does a pear grow on? Does a papaya have seeds? 
What is the largest planet in the solar system? How long is 
a day on Mars? Find the answers to these questions in these 
books with rotating pieces and enjoy the memory game at 
the end of each book. A dynamic way to learn about some 
fruits inside and out and learn a little about the formation 
of the solar system.

SOLAR SYSTEM
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference l Coming soon

FRUITS INSIDE
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference l Coming soonPrice | Coming soon | VAT | 6%

Format | 21 x 21 x 2 cm
Extent | 12 pages 

HIGHLIGHTS: Game book; 
rotating piece on each page; 
memory game at the end of the 
book; informative content in 
simple, accessible language; trains 
fi ne motor skills and association-
level skills; board book.

new
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Animal stories
A frog in love? A fl ea that saves his dog 
friend? In this book you can fi nd fables and 
stories with a lot to tell… A book with fi ve 
educational stories to help children refl ect 
on emotions.

HIGHLIGHTS: Five short stories 
with natural, accessible language; 
short stories of an educational and 
refl ective nature; hardback.

ISBN | 9789896799915
Reference | EC1191
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 18 x 23,5 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 90 pages
Age | Non-defi ned

The four seasons –
with fl aps and lots 
of things to fi nd
What can we do in the summer? 
And in the autumn? Let’s fi nd out! Scenes 
with lots of fl aps and a fun seek-and-fi nd 
game to start thinking about the seasons.

HIGHLIGHTS: Seek-and-fi nd 
game; a game book on the theme 
of the seasons; fl aps; board book. 

ISBN | 9789895730308
Reference | EC1230
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 21,7 x 28 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 14 pages
Age | 3+ years

English text available

new
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HIGHLIGHTS: The continents, the countries that 
are part of them and their fl ags (on the UN list); 
informative content in simple, accessible language; 
more than 190 stickers for the fl ags of all countries; 
information about the symbolism of the fl ag, 
the population, capital, language, and other 
information about some of the countries 
represented; board book.

World fl ags with stickers
Flags represent the countries’ identity and 
echo the spirit of their people. Full of history 
and symbolism, they are true treasures 
waiting to be discovered! This book is not 
to be missed and is full of stickers, facts and 
curiosities about the fantastic world of fl ags.

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 25 x 32 cm
Extent | 48 pages
Age | 8+ years

coming soon
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AGES 4+
ISBN | 9789896799960
Reference l EC1196

AGES 5+
ISBN | 9789896799977
Reference l EC1197

My activity bags
There are lots of exercises 
in these activity bags for 
practising writing and 
numbers, space and time, 
geometrical shapes and 
drawing. Easy to use 
wherever you are, this is the 
perfect tool for preschoolers.

Price | 12,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 24,5 x 19 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 48 pages + 4 sticker
sheets

HIGHLIGHTS: Topic dividers; 
carrying handle; 60 exercises;
4 sticker sheets.

new
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In theses boxes are 40 double-sided write 
and wipe fl ashcards fi lled with simple 
exercises to help you learn and write the 
upper and lowercase cursive letters from 
A to Z and numbers from 1 to 20. 
The marker’s included so you can take them 
with you and practice anywhere you like.

Price | 15,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 16 x 23 x 3 cm
Extent | box + 40 double-sided 
write and wipe cards + marker 
with built-in eraser
Age | 5+ years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Sturdy cardboard 
box; 40 double-sided write and 
wipe cards; marker with built-in 
eraser included; simple and 
practical exercises; easy to carry 
around.

LETTERS
ISBN | 9789896797416
Reference | EC941

NUMBERS
ISBN | 9789896797423
Reference | EC942

TRACING
ISBN | 9789896799113
Reference | EC1111

Rights sold in
Italian

Wipe and clean –
boxes 
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123 – NUMBERS
ISBN | 9789896799236
Reference | EC1123
Age | 6+ years

ABC – THE ALPHABET
ISBN | 9789896799243
Reference | EC1124
Age | 6+ years

MY FIRST ABC – PRINT LETTERS
ISBN | 9789895730377 
Reference | EC1237
Age | 5+ years

TRACING
ISBN | 9789896799250
Reference | EC1125 
Age | 5+ years

Rights sold in 
Basque | Estonian 
Latvian | Lithuanian

Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm 
Extent | 26 pages + marker 
with built-in eraser

Practice your numbers up to 20 and the alphabet from A to 
Z, without forgetting tracing and calligraphy. There are fun 
drawings and a marker with built-in eraser which you can use 
again and again!

Wipe and clean – activity books
HIGHLIGHTS: Simple activities 
to train and refine pre-writing and 
basic literacy and numeracy skills; 
reusable pages; marker with built- 
-in eraser; paperback.

new
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SUBTRACTING
ISBN | 99789896793562
Reference | EC556

DIVIDING
ISBN | 9789896793586
Reference | EC558

ADDING
ISBN | 9789896793555
Reference | EC555

MULTIPLYING
ISBN | 9789896793579
Reference | EC557

Oito exercício 1

resolve as operações 

Trêsexercício 2

rodeia as folhas conforme o resultado 

Quantas folhas 
ficaram de fora?

Times tables
These books will teach you 
how to add, subtract, 
multiply and divide, so you 
can be an ace at Maths!
There are lots of exercises 
and a marker with built-in 
eraser, so you can practice 
as many times as you wish.

Price | 6,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 11,5 x 23,5 x 0,5 cm
Extent | 24 write and wipe pages 
+ marker with built-in eraser
Age | 5+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Reusable pages; 
marker with built-in eraser; funny 
illustrations; paperback.

Rights sold in
Estonian

My times tables 
with fl aps
Who said that learning the 
times tables can’t be fun? 
The answers are hidden, 
so pull the fl aps down 
to fi nd them!

ISBN | 9789896795474
Reference | EC747
Price | 9,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 15 x 26 x 1 cm    
Extent | 12 pages
Age | 5+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: You can practice 
the times tables without seeing 
the answer, accessing it afterwords 
by pulling down the fl aps; helps to 
develop numerical and fi ne motor 
skills; board book with fl aps.

Rights sold in
Basque | Italian 
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MATHS
ISBN | 9789896794798
Reference | EC679

ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SOCIAL STUDIES
ISBN | 9789896794781
Reference | EC678

Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 29,7 x 42 x 0,5 cm
Extent | 20 posters
Age | 5+ years

My posters
These large-format posters are an excellent 
tool for revision! Why? Because they show 
you the subjects you’re learning at school 
using graphics and illustrations which are 
easy to memorise or copy down. You can 
detach them using the perforation and post 
them on your wall, or use them at your desk 
to help you revise!

HIGHLIGHTS: The posters include the main contents 
of Environmental and Social Studies and Maths taught 
in primary school; fi lled with fun illustrations which 
organise and summarise content, consolidating 
learning; detachable sheets; paperpback.

Rights sold in
Estonian | Lithuanian

My fi rst weekly 
planner
Using this weekly planner 
will help you organize your 
days. There are more than 
300 removable stickers for 
you to fi ll the boxes. From 
seasons to weather, months 
of the year, numbers, moods 
and activities, you choose.

ISBN | 9789896797263
Reference | EC926
Price | 13,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 30 x 24 x 1,5 cm
Extent | 14 pages 
+ 6 stickers pages
Age | 4+ years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Removable vinyl 
stickers; wire bound cardboard 
stand; reusable pages.

Maths doodles –
write and wipe cards
Practise like a real mathematician 
with these cards! We have put 
together a set of simple, fun 
exercises that you can do wherever 
and whenever you want, using the 
write and wipe pen included. There 
are dominoes and sequences of 
shapes to complete, images to sort, 
differences to spot and even worms 
roaming around!

ISBN | 9789896798673
Reference | EC1067 
Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 11,5 x 16 x 2 cm
Extent | 30 double-sided write and wipe 
cards + marker with built-in eraser
Age | 6+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: 30 write and 
wipe cards; marker with built-in 
eraser included; compact format 
box, ideal for taking and using 
anywhere; adapted to school 
curricula.
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Learning English –
word book
Do you want to learn English? 
This is the perfect book to get 
started! There are more than 
40 themes, 300 images and 
500 words to explore and learn, 
as well as many challenges and 
curiosities to discover.

HIGHLIGHTS: Filled with 
exercises to help establish 
vocabulary, basic grammar and 
comprehension alongside the 
visual approach; each theme with 
lots of interesting information, 
simple challenges and activities 
for a more appealling learning 
experience; themed word book 
with real-life photos instead of 
illustrations; hardback.

ISBN | 9789895730261
Reference | EC1226
Price | 13,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 23,7 x 20,5 x 1 cm
Extent | 68 pages
Age | 4+ years

Learning English –
activity books 
Do you want to learn English? 
These activity books are the ideal 
partners to help you train. With 
various themes and accessible 
vocabulary they’re perfect for 
learning in a simple and fun way.

HIGHLIGHTS: Filled with basic 
grammar exercises to help establish 
vocabulary and comprehension; 
simple challenges and activities 
of a variety of themes for a more 
appealing learning experience; 
with real-life photos instead of 
illustrations; reusable pages; 
marker with built-in eraser included; 
paperback.

Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 29,5 x 1 cm 
Extent | 26 pages + marker 
with built-in eraser

AGES 6-7 
ISBN | 9789896798482
Reference | EC1048

AGES 8-9 
ISBN | 9789896798499
Reference | EC1049

Rights sold in
Simplifi ed Chinese

Rights sold in
Estonian | Lithuanian 
Simplifi ed Chinese
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Activity
Books

ISBN | 9789896798703
Reference | EC1070
Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 17 x 24 x 1 cm
Extent | 120 pages
Age | Non-defi ned

ISBN | 9789895730230
Reference | EC1223
Price | 13,50 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 15 x 19,5 x 3 cm
Extent | 33 cards
Age | Non-defi ned

High-minded – book
We all have had, at one moment or another, 
the feeling of fi ghting our own minds, not 
knowing how to control them. When things 
go well, we think we were lucky. When they 
go badly, we think we’re weak, not good 
enough, or that someone set us up. Is it 
true? Not at all. Almost every time the 
outcome, good or bad is decided by us, 
in our minds. That’s what we’re here to talk 
about! Let’s fi nd out how we can be more 
positive, more attentive and effective, 
more confi dent.

High-minded – 
activity cards
A set of 30 exercises created 
from the book High-Minded 
to train your attention (body, 
sensory, mental and relaxation) 
and concentration. This is a 
tool for developing empathy, 
improving your mood and 
making you more aware of 
yourself and others. 

HIGHLIGHTS: Growing relevance of the subject 
for both parents and teachers; practical exercises 
for training our minds in the classroom or at home; 
tips for public speaking; the importance of well-being 
and mind discipline to go through everyday life; 
paperback.

English text available

Jogos de Treino Mental

Jogos de Treino Mental

Criadas a partir do livro Altamente, estas cartas reúnem 
um conjunto de exercícios desenvolvidos a pensar nas crianças, 
mas que, pela sua transversalidade, também podem (e devem!)

ser realizados por jovens ou adultos.

 Uma seleção de atividades simples para treinar a atenção 
e a concentração e, ao mesmo tempo, promover a tranquilidade, 

a empatia, a boa-disposição e uma melhor consciência do eu e do outro. 

Todas as cartas estão identificadas e a sua organização 
compreende quatro categorias distintas:

A única condição para a sua boa utilização é aproveitar bem 
a partilha do momento e uma boa dose de diversão.

Despertámos a vossa atenção?

ALTA
MENTE

AUTORIA

Margarida F. Santos
Isabel Peixeiro

ILUSTRAÇÃO

Joana Jesus
Obrigatório para 
todas as idades
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I can’t draw
If you think drawing isn’t your thing, this is
the right book for you! Use this book and
learn to draw more than 30 animals, dinosaurs 
or elements of nature step by step.

Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 25 x 1 cm 
Extent | 80 pages
Age | 5+ years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Heavyweight  
paper for drawing in the book; 
three steps simple and easy-to- 
-understand that children can 
easily memorize, acquiring manual 
and drawing skills; paperback.

Rights sold in 
Estonian | French 
Polish

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896798888
Reference | EC1088

NATURE
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

DINOSAURS
ISBN | 9789896799816
Reference | EC1181

coming soon
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So many things 
to colour in!
This book is full of things to 
colour in: animals, geometric 
shapes, food, and even a 
submarine. Get your pencils 
out and colour these pages!

ISBN | 9789896799809
Reference | EC1180
Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 25 x 1 cm  
Extent | 72 pages
Age | 4+ years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Thick black 
contours to help younger children 
to get started in colouring; large 
format; paper quality; paperback. 

61

ISBN | 9789896798871
Reference |  EC1087
Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 25 x 1 cm
Extent | 72 pages
Age | 5+ years

Mirror drawing
In this book you can 
complete the missing half 
of the drawing, using the 
grid as a guide. There are 
52 images to fi nish, 
including fruits, monsters, 
crabs and many more.

HIGHLIGHTS: Heavyweight 
paper for drawing in the book; 
pages with grids to complete the 
missing half of the drawing using 
the number of squares as a guide; 
simple and easy to understand, so 
that children can memorize easily, 
acquiring manual and drawing 
abilities; paperback. Rights sold in

French | Polish

hardback available
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Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 29 x 25 x 1 cm
Extent | 16 pages 
Age | 4+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Beautiful illustrations; interactive 
features (flaps, cut-outs and long flaps to mix and 
match different illustrations); bigger shapes to help 
children stay within the lines; with several coloured 
details that’ll help younger ones still testing their 
new-found colouring skills; paperback.

1001 colours
A series for tiny hands, filled with secrets  
of the natural world to colour in and 
unravel. Many themed landscapes, flaps, 
cut-outs and long flaps to mix and match 
with beautiful illustrations, eager for colour, 
imagination and life. Come paint the world 
in 1001 colours and have fun.

WOODS
ISBN | 9789896798802
Reference | EC1080

RAINFOREST
ISBN | 9789896798796
Reference | EC1079

Rights sold in 
Italian
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So many things 
to colour in! –
colouring cases
Thought to be easy to use 
and to put away but, most 
importantly, to be around 
when you need it. A practical 
colouring set easy to carry 
around everywhere. No need 
for more, you’ll fi nd all you 
need for hours of colouring 
fun. 

SPACE
ISBN | 9789896798178
Reference | EC1017
Extent | Cardboard case; 8 different 
colour felt-tip pens; 1 booklet with 
24 ready-to-colour pages

HOUSE
ISBN | 9789896798185
Reference | EC1018
Extent | Cardboard case; 8 different 
colour wax crayons; 1 booklet with 
24 ready-to-colour pages

Price | Coming Soon | VAT | 6%
Format | Coming soon
Age | 3+ years

coming soon

HIGHLIGHTS: A step further on the exploration and 
use of combined geometric shapes in drawing; a way 
for basic learners to explore and better understand 
the use of geometry in all that’s part of our daily life 
and surroundings; easy to carry around: spiral bound; 
board book.

Stencil
Stencil is a very fun way to help fi rst 
learners to develop drawing. You just 
have to colour in the result and, Voilá!
Perfectly fi nished works of art. Because 
geometry is everywhere and you can do 
everything with its shapes, we propose a 
joint experience of learning while drawing, 
using this stencil fi lled book. 

CITY
ISBN | 9789896798147
Reference | EC1014

SHAPES
ISBN | 9789896798130
Reference | EC1013

Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 30,7 x 21 x 1,7 cm
Extent | 8 pages; more than 
20 combined shape images
Age | 4+ years
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Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 8 x 8 cm (box)
Extent | 5 metre roll +  
4 colouring pencils
Age | 3+ years 

Rights sold in 
Dutch  | Georgian  
German | Italian

Unroll –  
colouring rolls
These rolls contain 5 metres
of drawings to colour in,
look at, play with and share!
Discover the ocean, the
countryside, space, dinosaurs 
and football while you have 
fun colouring in!

HIGHLIGHTS: Sturdy 
box; illustrations; the box 
can be used as a base to 
unroll the paper. 

COUNTRYSIDE
ISBN | 9789896796020
Reference | EC802

OCEAN
ISBN | 9789896796037
Reference | EC803

FOOTBALL
ISBN | 9789895730001
Reference | EC1200

SPACE
ISBN | 9789896798475
Reference | EC1047

DINOSAURS
ISBN | 9789896799304 
Reference | EC1130

67
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MAGICAL CREATURES
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

FAIRY TALES
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 25 x 15 cm
Extent | 18 pages
Age | 5+ years

69

HIGHLIGHTS: All pages have 
a palette with paints of different 
colours; to paint, simply wet the 
brush in water and apply the 
chosen paint; brush included; 
paperback pad.

Magic palette colouring 
books
A collection for your fi rst painting activities. 
Very practical and easy to use and no mess! 
Just choose a colour from the palette, dip 
the included brush in water, apply the colour 
and paint the drawing on the paper however 
you like.

coming soon
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Magic pen activity books
A collection of activity books and drawings 
to colour with water. They provide a 
practical, didactic and fun way to help 
train observation and association skills and 
develop manual dexterity and fi ne motor 
skills in younger children. Best of all, there’s 
no mess and you can use them over and 
over again! Just fi ll the pen with water, pass 
it over the images and watch the colours 
appear, as if by magic. Then just let the book 
dry and do it again!

HIGHLIGHTS: Various activities/
puzzles (linking items, counting, 
fi nding patterns, noughts and 
crosses, etc.); various pages with 
drawings to colour in with water; 
reusable; no paints needed; 
refi llable water pen included; 
board book.

FOOD
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

COLOURS
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

FARM
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 22 x 18 cm
Extent | 18 pages
Age | 4+ years

coming soon
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Activity books with 
stickers
The ideal collection for those who like 
mermaids, princesses and pirates! Three 
books full of fun puzzles, stickers and 
pictures to colour in. Take them with you 
and enjoy them wherever you want!

HIGHLIGHTS: Observation games, spot the 
difference, mazes; two full pages of stickers 
to use in activities; easy to carry; paperback.

PRINCESSES
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

PIRATES
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

MERMAIDS
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

MERMAIDS
ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 20 x 24,5 cm
Extent | 26 pages
Age | 5+ years

coming soon
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Sticker books
A collection of sticker books, with lots of 
scenes to complete and interesting things 
to learn. The world of dinosaurs or the sea 
and its inhabitants? You decide!

HIGHLIGHTS: 20 scenes to fi ll in 
with more than 100 stickers; lots 
of information and curious facts 
about dinos/sea life; stimulates 
and develops basic manual 
dexterity; paperback.

DINOSAURS
ISBN | 9789895730476
Reference | EC1247

OCEAN
ISBN | 9789895730469
Reference | EC1246

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 6%
Format | 21 x 24 x 0,5 cm
Extent | 36 pages + 10 sticker pages
Age | 6+ years

new



160 stickers
Who doesn’t just love stickers? A set of 
160 pre-cut themed stickers, all packed in 
a practical envelope, ready to use whenever 
and wherever you want.

HIGHLIGHTS: 4 sheets fi lled with 
themed pre-cut stickers; practical to 
carry around and easy to use.

TUTTI-FRUTTI
ISBN | 9789896798505
Reference | EC1050

HAPPY DAYS
ISBN | 9789896798963
Reference | EC1096

MONSTERS
ISBN | 9789896798956
Reference | EC1095

SPACE
ISBN | 9789896798932
Reference | EC1093

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896799397
Reference | EC1139

VEHICLES
ISBN | 9789896798949
Reference | EC1094

PIRATES
ISBN | 9789895730346
Reference | EC1234

DINOSAURS
ISBN | 9789896798529
Reference | EC1052

SILLY BIRDS
ISBN | 9789896799403
Reference | EC1140

FARM
ISBN | 9789896798536
Reference | EC1053

BUTTERFLIES
ISBN | 9789895730353
Reference | EC1235

MERMAIDS
ISBN | 9789895730414
Reference | EC1241

COLOURFUL FISH
ISBN | 9789896799380
Reference | EC1138

FOOTBALL
ISBN | 9789895730131
Reference | EC1213

PRINCESS
ISBN | 9789896798512
Reference | EC1051

Price | 4,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 21 cm
Extent | 4 pages
Age | 4+ years
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To colour in...
Colour these pre-cut illustrations 
and hang them on your walls for 
a fun effect.

HIGHLIGHTS: Four animals + four 
adhesive transparent strips; quality 
paper; thick outlines in black to 
make it easier for little ones as 
they start colouring.

DINOS
ISBN | 9789896799731
Reference | EC1173

FISH
ISBN | 9789896799267
Reference | EC1126

Price | 4,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 21 cm
Extent | 4 models + 4 adhesive 
transparent strips
Age | 3+ years

Price | 6,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 21 cm
Extent | 6 boards + 
1 wooden stick
Age | 5+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: 6 themed scratch sheets featuring 
bright colours and patterns hidden beneath a black 
matte coating, easily revealed in a simple scratch; 
stimulates and develops basic manual dexterity; 
1 wooden stylus included.

Scratch boards
In each of these envelopes, there are six illustrated scenes 
to scratch. You’ll be so surprised at the end result, you’ll 
want to frame it and hang it on the wall! This activity 
practises and develops manual dexterity and fi ne motor 
skills. Wooden stylus included.

SAVANNAH
ISBN | 9789895730186
Reference | EC1218

FISH
ISBN | 9789895730179
Reference | EC1217

| VAT | 23%

new

new
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STOP | SPELL | CALCULATE 
DRAW | CHALLENGES
ISBN | 9789896798574
Reference | EC1057

DIY
ISBN | 9789896799274
Reference | EC1127

DINOSAURS
ISBN | 9789896799724
Reference | EC1172

Origami
These practical kits provide an introduction to 
origami with simple but detailed instructions 
for making animals or vehicles. There are 
plenty of sheets for various attempts and the 
option to get creative and complete each 
piece to your taste. Not to be missed!

ANIMALS
ISBN | 9789896799281
Reference | EC1128

VEHICLES
ISBN | 9789896799298
Reference | EC1129

Price | 5,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 21 cm
Extent | 20 sheets + instructions
Diffi culty | Levels 1 and 2
Age | 6+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Two different sets; simple folding 
instructions; fun and accessible games; practical 
to carry and easy to use; no player limit.

Fortune-Tellers
A well-known classic revisited, in three 
different versions! You can choose between 
a set of fun paper fortune-tellers combined 
with different games, a second option, 
in which you’re completely free to decide 
what will the game be about and a third 
option about dinos.

Price | 5,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 24,5 x 21 cm
Extent | 20 sheets + instructions
Age | 7+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Three different sets of fortune-tellers; 
simple folding instructions; fun and accessible games; 
practical to carry and easy to use; no player limit.
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My secret diary
In this diary, you’ll be able to reveal endless 
secrets! Plenty of space for your own (the 
most important!) but also for your friends 
and family’s confessions. Questionnaires, 
playlists, dedications, birthdays, your 
favourites and top lists, among many other 
things to discover. The diffi cult part will be 
knowing where to start!

HIGHLIGHTS: Plastic cover with 
button; illustrated; easy to carry 
around; spiral bound.

ISBN | 9789895730360 
Reference | EC1236 
Price | 11,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 14,5 x 19 x 3 cm 
Extent | 158 pages
Age | 8+ years 

FISH
ISBN | 9789896799311
Reference | EC1131

DRAGONFLIES
ISBN | 9789896799328
Reference | EC1132

BIRDS
ISBN | 9789895730520
Reference | EC1252

TUTTI-FRUTTI
ISBN | 9789895730537
Reference | EC1253

FLOWERS
ISBN | 9789896799335
Reference | EC1133

SPRING
ISBN | 9789895730513
Reference | EC1251

Diaries
Hardback lockable journal 
with ruled pages.

Price | 9,95 € | IVA | 23%
Format | 14 x 19 x 1 cm
Extent | 160 pages
Age | 7+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Diary with lined paper; 
padlock with 2 keys;  A5 format; 
practical to carry; hard cover.
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Games

Paper dolls
4 paper dolls and more than 
40 garment combinations, 
all pre-cut to make it easier 
for tiny hands. From party 
dresses to pyjamas, the 
challenge will be choosing!

HIGHLIGHTS: Pre-cut dolls and 
garments; stimulates and develops 
basic manual dexterity, criativity 
and imagination; hardback.

ISBN | 9789896797560
Reference | EC956
Price | 11,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 22,5 x 30,7 x 1,3 cm
Extent | 24 pages + 4 dolls
Age | 7+ years 
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My fi rst puzzle
Match the babies to their mummies, 
the halves of each image and count. 
These are our challenges for you!
Can you complete all ten of the two-piece 
puzzles in each box, joining, linking and 
counting all the items? It may seem diffi cult, 
but with a little practice, you can do it!

HIGHLIGHTS: Ten two-piece jigsaw puzzles; 
ideal for training fi ne motor skills and starter skills 
in association, laterality and numeracy; easy to store 
and carry.

Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | 16 x 12 x 4 cm (box)
Age | 2+ years

FAMILY
ISBN | 9789895730384
Reference | EC1238

COUNTING
ISBN | 9789895730407
Reference | EC1240

MATCHING
ISBN | 9789895730391
Reference | EC1239

coming soon
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Memo games
One of the most simple and common 
games and a well known companion for 
many young children, the memo game 
is a must have in terms of memory and 
observation development and training. 
These practical and fun games come in 
boxes, making it very easy to carry them 
around and to put them away. 48 illustrated 
pieces to match and pair whether alone 
or with an adversary, if you feel that you’re 
up to the challenge! Let’s play?

HIGHLIGHTS: Cardboard case with magnetic 
lid; a simple and fun game to train and develop 
observation skills; covers a broad age range for it 
can be played alone, as an observation/matching 
exercise or with an adversary, adding a competitive 
approach to it; 48 illustrated pieces to match and 
pair; easy to carry around.

Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 23 x 12 x 2,3 cm
Extent | Cardboard case with magnetic lid; 
48 illustrated pieces
Age | 3+ years

Rights sold in
Italian

MEMO FACES
ISBN | 9789896798611
Reference | EC1061

MEMO NATURE
ISBN | 9789896799946
Reference | EC1194

new
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Dominoes 
One of the best-known children’s playthings, dominoes 
make an excellent tool to help develop reasoning, 
concentration, the importance of rules and emotional 
intelligence. With that in mind, we’ve developed two 
different approaches to this game. On Maths, in a simple 
and playful manner, we encourage children to explore their 
first insights on addition and subtraction. On Nature we 
explore the development of observation and memory skills 
with 36 pieces illustrated with items from nature to play  
and learn with.

HIGHLIGHTS: Simple rules; 
suitable for a wide range of 
ages; practical to carry and 
store.

CUBIC STORIES
ISBN | 9789896798017
Reference | EC1001

MATHS
ISBN | 9789896798024 
Reference | EC1002
Extent | box + 36 pieces
+ instructions sheet
Age | 6+ years

CUBIC STORIES II
ISBN | 9789896799151
Reference | EC1115

NATURE
ISBN | 9789895730063
Reference | EC1206
Extent | box + 28 pieces
+ instructions sheet
Age | 3+ years

CUBIC STORIES − FAIRY TALES
ISBN | 9789896799168
Reference | EC1116

HIGHLIGHTS: Cardboard case; 
9 cardboard cubes illustrated 
with 54 pictures, one for each 
side; stimulates narrative skills by 
pushing further both vocabulary 
use and imagination; easy to carry 
around.

Storytelling cubes
A powerful tool for the ones who need a 
push on their vocabulary and narrative skills 
and the perfect gift for those who love to 
tell stories. Entertaining and fun, take it 
everywhere you want, use it anytime you 
wish.

Price | 9,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 11,5 x 11,5 x 4 cm
Extent | Box + 9 cardboard cubes  
+ instructions sheet
Age | Non-defined

Price | 12,50 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 21 x 11 x 1,8 cm

new
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DOGS
ISBN | 9789896799083
Reference | EC1108

CATS
ISBN | 9789896799076
Reference | EC1107

Puzzles – 54 pieces
Are you a cat and dog lover? Then these 
puzzles are perfect for you! A box, 
54 pieces and a poster, where, as well 
as the image, you will fi nd the names 
of all the breeds in the puzzles.

HIGHLIGHTS: Box with a 54-piece 
puzzle and poster; labelled with 
the names of the pictured breeds.

Price | 17,50 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 22,5 x 30 x 4,5 cm (box)
60 x 38 cm (puzzle and poster)
Age | 4+ years 

HIGHLIGHTS: Dice and pieces included; ideal for 
playing with family or friends; practical format to store 
and carry; simple and acessible rules in 4 languages 
(PT/EN/FR/ES); for 2–6 players.

Picnic in the forest – 
board game
In this version of the classic Game of the Goose,
one of the oldest and best-known board games, you can 
travel through a forest, have adventures and some scares…
and have lots of fun! A lovely picnic awaits the winner,
so there’s no time to waste. Let’s play!

ISBN | 9789895730452
Reference | EC1245
Price | Coming soon | VAT | 23%
Format | 22 x 22 x 5 cm (box)
Extent | 1 board + 6 pieces + 1 dice
Age | 4+ years

coming soon
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Lottos
In this colourful lotto game, the idea 
is to put various objects/food together 
according to the room/group they belong to. 
A fun association and matching game 
to introduce little ones to the rooms 
of the house and different foods.

FOOD
ISBN | 9789895730209
Reference | EC1220
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 18 x 16 x 6 cm
Extent | 6 game cards 
+ 24 pieces + 1 cloth bag
Age | 3+ years

HOUSE
ISBN | 9789895730193
Reference | EC1219
Price | 14,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 18 x 16 x 6 cm
Extent | 5 game cards 
+ 30 pieces + 1 cloth bag
Age | 3+ years

Tidy tinies 
Because of its importance, observation 
and association skills should be trained 
and developed from the very early stages 
of growth. Once children start identifying 
objects we should encourage and help them 
train these competences by playing simple 
games. This sorting game was created to 
help parents with that task. Simple daily 
life objects depicted with carefully thought 
illustrations to sort out accordingly to their 
rightful places. A simple game that will help 
our small ones to learn while they play.  

HIGHLIGHTS: Hardboard case 
with 3 dividers and 48 theme 
illustrated pieces to sort out; 
wooden die; very useful tool 
to train and develop observation 
and association skills; easy to carry 
around.

KITCHEN, BEDROOM, 
BATHROOM 
ISBN | 9789895730278
Reference l EC1227

FRIDGE, WARDROBE, 
TOOL BOX
ISBN | 9789895730285
Reference l EC1228

Price l 13,95 € l VAT I 23%
Format | 23 x 17 x 3,5 cm
Extent | Cardboard case 
with 3 dividers + 48 illustrated 
pieces + wooden die 
Age l 3-8 years

95
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VOL. IV – DOTS & BOXES 
AND CROSSWORDS
ISBN | 9789896794644
Reference | EC664

VOL. V – HANGMAN  
& SUDOKU
ISBN | 9789896799496
Reference | EC1149

VOL. III – NOUGHTS & CROSSES  
AND WORD SEARCH
ISBN | 9789896799434
Reference | EC1143

VOL. II – STOP 
AND PATTERNS
ISBN | 99789896799427
Reference | EC1142

VOL. I – BATTLESHIP  
AND MAZES
ISBN | 9789896799410
Reference | EC1141

Quick games
Each pad contains 2 different games. 
You can carry them easily and play them 
anywhere. There are many sheets in each 
one to play with and detach. Be ready for 
endless fun, either with your friends and 
family or on your own!

Price | 7,50 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 20 x 14,5 x 1,4 cm
Extent | 107
Age | 7+ years

Rights sold in 
Estonian

HIGHLIGHTS: A5 pad; 2 games 
per pad; detachable sheets; easy  
to carry; game rules included.
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Patterns
Planets, fi sh, robots… This pad contains 
endless patterns! The purpose of the 
game? Finding the patterns shown on the 
left-hand side of the grids. But remember: 
each pattern only appears once! There are 
over 60 grids so you can have hours and 
hours of fun!

Mazes
Twists, turns and parallel paths… Where 
will these mazes lead to? The goal is to 
fi nd the way out or reach the centre. Look 
for the arrow to start your journey and 
have fun with over 60 mazes we’ve created 
for you!

Price | 8,95 € | VAT | 6%
Format | 31 x 21 x 1 cm
Extent | 80
Age | 7+ years

ISBN | 9789896795832
Reference | EC783

ISBN | 9789896799472
Reference | EC1147

Stop!
Who doesn’t like to play the Stop game? 
We’ve made a pad full of pages to play 
Stop without having to worry about 
drawing the grids. You can take it with 
you and play anywhere with your friends 
and family!

Battleship
Remember Battleship? 
Use this pad anytime, everywhere and 
worry not about the grids. There are 
80 of them, all ready for you to start 
playing.

ISBN | 9789896799458
Reference | EC1145

ISBN | 9789896799465
Reference | EC1146

HIGHLIGHTS: A4 pad; 1 game 
per pad; detachable sheets; easy 
to carry; game rules on the back 
cover.
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Just cards – 
regular deck
Playing cards is one of the oldest pastimes 
in history and is popular all around the 
world. The benefi ts of playing cards for 
the development of social skills, learning, 
memorizing and strategic thinking are beyond 
question. And it’s still an excellent wayto 
spend time with the family! Shall we play?

ISBN | 9789895730544
Reference | EC1254
Extent | 54 cards

Rule the Wild – 
game of battle
Somewhere in the jungle, there is a battle 
coming... Tigers, parrots, crocodiles and 
elephants will all be there, but only the 
biggest animal in the game can win! 
A simple, lively, fun game to play with 
friends or family, anytime, anywhere.

Match the glasses –
matching card game
With or without glasses, this card game is for 
highly attentive people with fast reactions! 
You need to collect the right cards as quick as 
you can to make the combinations of glasses 
that come up. To win, you need to get it right 
as many times as you can, and that won’t be 
easy… Eagle eyes at the ready!

ISBN | 9789895730445
Reference | EC1244
Extent | 48 cards

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES 
2-4 players

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES 
2-4 playersRules in PT/EN/FR/ES 

+1 player

Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 31 x 21 x 1 cm
Age | 4+ years

ISBN | Coming soon
Reference | Coming soon
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Extent | 65 cards
Age | 8+ years

coming soon
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Pair or panda – 
pairs card game
A classical Old Maid card 
game in a version made 
specially for early learners, 
with a format designed for 
small-handed beginners. 
Skill development, hours of 
fun and an excellent way to 
spend family time!

ISBN | 9789896798604
Reference | EC1060
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Extent | 33 cards
Age | 4+ years

Around the world – 
7 families card game
A classical 7 families card game in a 
version made for the ones who love to 
travel and to know all about different 
cultures. Pack your bags and join us in 
this adventure around the world. Playing 
and learning, all in one, the perfect 
combination!

ISBN | 9789896798598
Reference | EC1059 
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Extent | 42 cards
Age | 6+ years

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES
2-6 players

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES
2-4 players

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES
2 players

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES
2-6 players

new

new

Space Snap – 
snap card game
Houston, we have a problem!  Someone left 
the space shuttle door open  and everything 
is fl oating around in outer space.  Will you be 
the fastest astronaut to collect  all the cards and 
restore order to the universe?  Put your powers 
of observation and reactions to the test in a 
simple, fun card game for the whole family.

Woof, who? – 
deduction card game
Are you a good detective? Do you love solving 
clues?  We have just the challenge for you: a 
fun card game to test your skills of deduction! 
Choose a dog and then ask «yes» or «no» 
questions to guess which one your opponent 
chose. Be quick, before they guess yours!

ISBN | 9789895730148
Reference | EC1214
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Extent | 40 cards
Age | 5+ years

ISBN | 9789895730155
Reference | EC1215
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Extent | 24 cards + 2 folding 
cards to mark + 2 pens
Age | 6+ years

Corgi
•
•
•

Corgi
•
•
• hair

•
•
•

•
• short
•  hair
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Smashmonsters –  
snap card game
Help! Crazy monsters are on 
the loose on Earth and it’s 
down to the fastest human  
to catch them all so things  
can get back to normal!  
Are you up to the challenge? 
Put your powers of observation 
and reactions to the test in  
a simples, fun card game  
for the whole family.

Matchanimalz –  
7 families card game
The winner of this game  
is the one  who completes  
the most families by collecting  
all the cards in each group  
of animals. A simple and fun 
7 families card game to take 
everywhere and enjoy anytime.

ISBN | 9789896799618
Reference | EC1161
Extent | 40 cards

ISBN | 9789896799601
Reference | EC1160
Extent | 28 cards

Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12,5 x 16,3 x 4 cm
Age | 5+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Simple and accessible rules; perfect 
for spending family time or playing with friends; 
practical to carry around and easy to use;  
2 to 6 players.

Go fish –  
card game
A classic game for the whole 
family, reinvented to be a 
played any time, anywhere. 
The seas are hiding many 
wonderful fish and fishermen 
constantly want to catch 
them in their nets! The best 
fisherman is the one who 
can collect the most sets of 
identical fish. Ready to go 
fishing?

ISBN | 9789896799595
Reference | EC1159
Extent | 42 cards

ISBN | 9789896798772
Reference | EC1077
Extent | 42 cards

Mimita – a game  
of mime and 
sounds
One player communicates 
an image on a card using 
mime, sounds or both, 
depending on the card they 
take from the pack. Whoever 
guesses what is on the 
card quickest wins. Sounds 
easy… but is it?

Rules in PT/EN
2-6 players

Rules in PT/EN
2-6 players

Rules in PT/EN
2-6 players

Rules in PT/EN/FR/ES
2-6 players
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Football aces – quiz game
77 cards that will test your knowledge of 
the football world! The game contains 
questions and answers organised in four 
different subjects – players, World Cup, 
interesting facts and equipment & logos. 
You will also fi nd instructions and a die 
which will determine your luck. Show all 
your friends that you’re a Football Ace!

ISBN | 9789896792978
Reference | EC497
Price | 10,95 € | VAT | 23%
Format | 12 x 16,5 x 3,2 cm
Extent | 77 cards + dice
Age | 8+ years

HIGHLIGHTS: Themed; family game; simple and 
accessible rules; a game with a good pace and 
several degrees of diffi cult; easy to carry and play 
anywhere.
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